PISD LOTE Guiding Principles
 Languages are acquired, not taught.
 Language acquisition takes place through a process linking language to meaning.
 In order for languages to be acquired, learners must be exposed to comprehensible input.
 A learner who functions in one language is already a candidate to function in others.
 Linguistic accuracy is a destination, not a point of departure.
 Degrees of proficiency in a language are attainable; mastery of a language is not.
 Valid and reliable evidence involves a cadre of performance assessments which require
the learner to use language purposefully to meet needs, solve problems, or describe
situations.

PISD LOTE Curriculum Intentions







To demonstrate variety in the learning environment depending on where the learners are
in the instructional cycle, but keep target language instruction the constant
To develop learning moments & opportunities arising from effective use of strategies
rather than methodology
To acknowledge the affective relationship between learner and task
To measure engagement not as a behavior but as learner-to-learner interactions
To lead to a sequence of integrated performance tasks of progressing degrees of
complexity and rigor
To set up classroom practice which directly relates to anticipated learner performance
( IP Exam, CAP)
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